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OPTIONS FOR COSMETIC VENEERS

Cosmetic Dental Veneers
This is one of the best solutions for teeth that have started to wear down, chip, or are misshapen. Veneers can also correct teeth
that are discolored, fail to whiten, or are mis-matched after years of dental treatment. For these patients, a Smile Makeover with 
crowns and veneers can be life-changing. For many reasons, crowns or veneers can be a great solution.

Dental veneers are thin layers of material made of either porcelain or composite custom made to �t over teeth and improve their
color, shape, strength, and overall appearance.

Composite veneers are done in one visit and are sculpted at the time of placement. The 
composite resin is applied in layers to the tooth and modeled to the correct shape, length 
and form. Composite veneers are used in situations in which smaller changes are desired. 

Modern composite materials can provide a life-like, beautiful appearance, can be placed in 
a single visit, and can last an intermediate amount of time (5 to 10 years). Composite 
veneers allow for less up-front cost, but are not as durable as porcelain veneers, require 
more maintenance, and tend to stain more easily (especially if you smoke or drink co�ee or 
red wine). Costs range from $500-700 per tooth and most patients restore 4-8 teeth.
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OPTION 1 COMPOSITE VENEERS

OPTION 2 PORCELAIN VENEERS
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Porcelain veneers are one of the most beautiful restorations 
available in cosmetic dentistry. Porcelain veneers are hand-layered 
by a master ceramist to be incredibly life-like, stain resistant, and 
strong. Porcelain can �ll in much larger spaces than composite, is 
stronger than natural enamel, can correct severely dark teeth, and 
can last decades with proper care.
   
Porcelain veneers DO NOT change color over time (even with 
co�ee or wine), CAN correct crooked, spaced, gapped, or 
chipped/broken teeth and LOOK like a beautiful, natural smile while 
strengthening your teeth. Porcelain veneers are warrantied in our 
o�ce for a period of 15 years. Costs range from $1200-1600 per 
tooth depending upon ceramic customization, and most cases 
treat 4-10 teeth.
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